
If they still request you 
send over a proposal 

to them

No Yes

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Ask for Sale

Can you send a proposal?

I'll definitely send you over one. What 
is it exactly you are looking for on 
that proposal just so I make sure I 

give you everything you need?

Anything you feel should be on there 
that we didn't cover for you today?

Let them respond

What is it you're looking for on that 
proposal that will give you the 
confidence to move forward?

Let them respond

What is it you're looking for on the 
proposal that will give you the 
confidence to move forward?

Got it. Is it okay if I ask you one last 
question? 

Let them respond

Okay, I'm going to make a guess about 
where you might be right now, and if 
I'm wrong, please tell me so I don't 
pursue the career of a mind reader, 

but you tell me, is that okay?

Yes

Great. Well I'm a consumer myself, 
and usually when I ask for a proposal 

it's because either I hated the 
program and it wasn't right for me, it 
was too expensive, or I didn't trust 

them fully. Are any of these going on 
for you or is it something else?

Yes

Refer to specific 
objection roadmap

If they give you one of these objections or another one"No, I just need to look it over the proposal."

I actually can pull it up right now so 
you don't have to wait and I can 

address any questions or concerns 
you might have. Does that work with 

you?

No

Pull up contract and go 
over it with them.

Yes

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Does this clarify everything for you?

Great, do you want to put this under 
Visa, American Express or Discover?

Refer to specific 
objection roadmap

No

If they give you their card

Acknowledge & 
re-state their 

objection

Agree

Re-Frame via 
questions & 

phrases

Totally understand, from what I 
understand before we move forward 

you just need to look over a 
proposal, is that right?

I love a good proposal, I think that's a 
great idea.

Yes

 Close

Yes

Reference Diagram of 
Objection Given to 
not move forward

No

Okay no worries at all, I can 
appreciate you wanting to take your 

time on this. I'll get that proposal sent 
out based off what you told me 
earlier. Great, well I have your 

contact information, I'll send you the 
invite for tomorrow, what time works 

best morning or afternoon?
If morning, give two 

time options
If afternoon, give 
two time options  

Looking forward to a profitable 
relationship, I'll see you tomorrow.

CLICK HERE

Want to get more 
Objection Handling Road 

Maps?

https://www.objectionroadmaps.com/order-your-road-maps
https://www.objectionroadmaps.com/order-your-road-maps
gbordeaux1972@gmail.com
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